Basins of attraction in piecewise smooth Hamiltonian systems.
Piecewise smooth Hamiltonian systems arise in physical and engineering applications. For such a system typically an infinite number of quasi-periodic "attractors" coexist. (Here we use the term "attractors" to indicate invariant sets to which typically initial conditions approach, as a result of the piecewise smoothness of the underlying system. These "attractors" are therefore characteristically different from the attractors in dissipative dynamical systems.) We find that the basins of attraction of different "attractors" exhibit a riddled-like feature in that they mix with each other on arbitrarily fine scales. This practically prevents prediction of "attractors" from specific initial conditions and parameters. The mechanism leading to the complicated basin structure is found to be characteristically different from those reported previously for similar basin structure in smooth dynamical systems. We demonstrate the phenomenon using a class of electronic relaxation oscillators with voltage protection and provide a theoretical explanation.